Example
To utilize the ChIPComp software, we need a data frame that represents the ChIP experiment information. We also need a design matrix retrieved from ChIP experiment to fit the linear model. ChIPComp provides two ways to obtain the configuration data frame and the design matrix. The first way is to enter ChIPComp experiment information into one csv file as an input for function makeConf. The configuration data frame and design matrix are the output of makeConf, for example, > library(ChIPComp) > confs=makeConf(system.file("extdata", "conf.csv", package="ChIPComp")) > conf=confs$conf > design=confs$design Another way is to define a configuration data frame and design matrix manually, for example, > conf=data.frame( + SampleID=1:4, + condition=c("Helas3","Helas3","K562","K562"), + factor=c("H3k27ac","H3k27ac","H3k27ac","H3k27ac"), + ipReads=system.file("extdata",c("Helas3.ip1.bed","Helas3.ip2.bed","K562.ip1.bed","K562.ip2.bed"),package= + ctReads=system.file("extdata",c("Helas3.ct.bed","Helas3.ct.bed","K562.ct.bed","K562.ct.bed"),package="ChI + peaks=system.file("extdata",c("Helas3.peak.bed","Helas3.peak.bed","K562.peak.bed","K562.peak.bed"),packag + ) > design=as.data.frame(lapply(conf[,c("condition","factor")],as.numeric))-1 > design=as.data.frame(model.matrix(~condition,design))
Once we have the configuration data frame and design matrix, we could merge binding sites, detect common binding sites and calculate read counts for each merged binding site.
> countSet=makeCountSet(conf,design,filetype="bed", species="hg19",binsize=1000)
Currently, if filetype is "bam", it is not necessary to specify species. However, if filetype is "bed", we need to specify species either "hg19" or "mm9". We could explore the correlation between ChIP sample and control sample. Finally, we perform hypothesis testing on each binding site and print the top differential binding sites. ct_c1_r2 commonPeak pvalue.wald prob.post 24 7.000000e+00 1.608187e+00 1.608187e+00 1 0.000000e+00 1.0000000 47 4.239901e+00 1.900000e+01 1.900000e+01 1 0.000000e+00 0.9999912 45 9.204285e+00 2.125000e+01 2.125000e+01 1 0.000000e+00 0.9999165 8 2.666667e+00 4.444444e+00 4.444444e+00 1 1.059262e-10 0.9928872 2 6.076023e+00 1.047368e+01 1.047368e+01 1 2.220446e-16 0.9912081 53 2.666667e+00 3.666667e+00 3.666667e+00 1 2.886580e-15 0.9857750 14 4.000000e+00 2.444444e+00 2.444444e+00 1 1.565828e-09 0.9772349 28 7.158971e+00 2.125000e+01 2.125000e+01 1 2.657446e-09 0.9600753 56 6.725728e-05 1.922092e-04 1.922092e-04 0 1.284754e-02 0.9359081 50 8.625731e+00 1.100000e+01 1.100000e+01 1 4.046903e-10 0.7351641
For the example data in the package, we collect 50 common binding sites between H3K27ac Helas3 and K562 cell lines and 10 unique binding sites for each cell line. Therefore, there are 60 binding sites for each cell line. We also extract the ChIP and control counts for each binding site in each condition. The configuration csv file, read bed files and peak bed files are stored in inst/extdata directory. The data frame that contains all binding sites and read counts have been pre-calculated and saved as a ChIPComp object seqData in data directory.
> data(seqData)
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